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Abstract: The oral cavity constitutes a complex anatomical area that can be affected by many devel-
opmental, inflammatory, and tumoural diseases. MultiSlice Computed Tomography (MSCT) and
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) currently represent the essential and complementary imaging
techniques for detecting oral cavity abnormalities. Advanced MRI with diffusion-weighted imag-
ing (DWI) and dynamic contrast-enhanced perfusion-weighted imaging (DCE-PWI) has recently
increased the ability to characterise oral lesions and distinguish disease recurrences from post therapy
changes. The analysis of the oral cavity area via imaging techniques is also complicated both by
mutual close appositions of different mucosal surfaces and metal artifacts from dental materials.
Nevertheless, an exact identification of oral lesions is made possible thanks to dynamic manoeuvres
and specific stratagems applicable on MSCT and MRI acquisitions. This study summarises the
currently available imaging techniques for oral diseases, with particular attention to the role of DWI,
DCE-PWI, and dynamic manoeuvres. We also propose MSCT and MRI acquisition protocols for an
accurate study of the oral cavity area.

Keywords: computed tomography; magnetic resonance imaging; diffusion weighted imaging; perfu-
sion weighted imaging; oral cancer; imaging techniques

1. Introduction

The oral cavity constitutes a complex anatomical region divided into numerous spaces
and subspaces that can be affected by many developmental, inflammatory, and tumoural
pathological conditions [1–3]. The condition of greatest interest, in which diagnosis is
essential to allow a correct treatment and good prognosis for patients, is certainly the
tumour pathology, especially squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) that includes about 90% of
all oral cavity neoplasms [3]. Oral cavity SCC is more common in eastern Europe and
South Asia, with a major prevalence in male gender in the fifth decade of life. It is strongly
associated with alcohol and tobacco consumption [3]. Some premalignant lesions such
as leukoplakia, erythroplakia, oral lichen planus, and oral submucous fibrosis as a result
of continuous exposure to risk factors can evolve into oral SCC [3]. The treatment of
choice is surgical, eventually followed by adjuvant therapy: radiotherapy ± chemotherapy
depending on the TNM stage [3]. The first diagnostic step for any suspected oral pathology
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is the simple clinical examination using direct vision and white-light or enhanced-optical
endoscopy that allows an easy assessment of mucosal (superficial) lesions [4,5]. Multi-
Slice Computed Tomography (MSCT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) are on the
other hand crucial and complementary in the study of submucosal and infiltrating oral
cavity diseases [6], whereas ultrasound and Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT)
still only play a marginal role [7,8]. Fluorine 18-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission
tomography (18F-FDG PET) does not allow a morphological evaluation such as MSCT
and MRI, however, it is useful in detecting occult oral neoplasms at conventional imaging,
lymph nodes and other distant metastases, and post-radiotherapy recurrences [9–11]. Dual
Energy Computed Tomography (DECT) is an almost recent technique with very promising
applications in the study of oral cavity cancers, although its routine use is actually limited
by the poor availability both in public and private medical centres [12]. This paper is aimed
to describe techniques and clinical applications of the imaging techniques used for the study
of oral diseases, especially MSCT and MRI, in order to maximise the diagnostic information
obtained from each examination. Regarding MSCT and MRI acquisition protocols, our
experience is reported as a reference centre. Our protocols are in line with the recent
guidelines drawn up by the United Kingdom–India oral cancer imaging group [13] and
also with the recommendations by Drage et al. [14].

2. Anatomy

The oral cavity is a very complex anatomical area. It represents the most proximal
portion of the foregut and continues posteriorly into the oropharynx. Its boundaries are [7]:

• Anteriorly: lips;
• Posteriorly: circumvallate papillae, tonsillar pillars, and soft palate;
• Superiorly: hard palate;
• Inferiorly: floor of the mouth and mandibular alveolar mucosal surface;
• Laterally: gingival–buccal margins on both sides;

Seven subsites are traditionally identified within the oral cavity [6].

1. Body of the tongue, the anterior two-thirds since the posterior third is a part of
oropharynx;

2. Floor of the mouth, located below the lingual surface and bounded inferiorly by the
mylohyoid muscle;

3. Lip, mainly formed by the orbicularis oris muscle;
4. Buccal space, a fat-containing site between the buccinator and platysma muscles;
5. Gingiva, the mucosa overlying the alveolar processes of the jaws;
6. Retromolar trigone, a triangular-shaped site formed by the mucosa posterior to the

lower jaw third molar;
7. Hard palate, the bony structure that forms the palate anteriorly;

MSCT and MRI anatomy of the oral cavity including boundaries and subsites is
illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. The protocols used in the acquisition of each examination are
described in detail in Section 4.
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Figure 1. Anatomy of the oral cavity. (A) Axial contrast-enhanced MSCT image showing the floor 
of the mouth, a U-shaped space bounded inferiorly by the mylohyoid muscle (green). The floor of 
the mouth contains the extrinsic musculature of the tongue and the sublingual space (see Figure 1C) 
with the deep portion of the submandibular gland (yellow). M: mandible. Arrow: lingual artery. 
Dotted arrow: lingual septum. Red: hyoglossus muscle. Blue: base of the tongue which is part of the 
oropharynx and not of the oral cavity. Ph: pharynx. (B) Sagittal contrast-enhanced MSCT image 
showing the division of the tongue (OrT: oral tongue with intrinsic muscles. FLm: floor of the mouth 
with extrinsic muscles. B: base of the tongue). Bony hard palate (H) and lips (red), subsites of the 
oral cavity. Green: soft palate and uvula, which are part of the oropharynx and not of the oral cavity. 
(C) Coronal contrast-enhanced MSCT image showing in detail the floor of the mouth and sublingual 
space. GG: genioglossus muscle. GH: geniohyoid muscle. My: mylohyoid muscle. D: anterior belly 
of digastric muscle. SLS: sublingual space with lingual artery inside (arrow). SLS contains anterior 
fibers of the m. hyoglossus, lingual artery, vein and nerve, glossopharyngeal (IX) and hypoglossal 
(XII) nerves, sublingual gland and deep lobe of submandibular gland with Wharton’s duct (these 
structures are not annotated in the image). 

 
Figure 2. Anatomy of the oral cavity. (A) Axial T2 image of the floor of the mouth. Genioglossus 
(GG), mylohyoid (My), hyoglossus (H) muscles, with the sublingual gland (orange), deep portion 
of submandibular gland (SG, dark green), and Wharton’s duct (light green). (B) Axial T2 fat-satu-
rated image showing the retromolar trigone (RMT, green). It is a triangular area of mucosa between 
the lower jaw third molar (white arrow) and the palatine tonsil (T, yellow). The pterygomandibular 
raphe location, between the anterior tonsillar pillar and the retromolar trigone is also highlighted. 
Pt: medial pterygoid muscle. (C) Axial T1 image showing the buccal space (pink). It is a fat-contain-
ing subsite located between the buccinator (dotted arrow) and platysma (arrow) muscles. 

3. Imaging Techniques 
MSCT is often the first-line investigation in the study of the oral cavity since it is 

widely available even in small centres. MSCT has short image acquisition times, good 
spatial resolution, and provides an excellent assessment of cortical bone involvement [15].  

MRI comes at higher operating and technical costs per procedure than MSCT and is 
still as not widely available as MSCT. Notably, MRI provides the highest resolution for 
soft tissues, good accuracy in the detection of bone marrow involvement, and the possi-
bility to identify a perineural tumour spread [15].  

Figure 1. Anatomy of the oral cavity. (A) Axial contrast-enhanced MSCT image showing the floor
of the mouth, a U-shaped space bounded inferiorly by the mylohyoid muscle (green). The floor of
the mouth contains the extrinsic musculature of the tongue and the sublingual space (see Figure 1C)
with the deep portion of the submandibular gland (yellow). M: mandible. Arrow: lingual artery.
Dotted arrow: lingual septum. Red: hyoglossus muscle. Blue: base of the tongue which is part of
the oropharynx and not of the oral cavity. Ph: pharynx. (B) Sagittal contrast-enhanced MSCT image
showing the division of the tongue (OrT: oral tongue with intrinsic muscles. FLm: floor of the mouth
with extrinsic muscles. B: base of the tongue). Bony hard palate (H) and lips (red), subsites of the
oral cavity. Green: soft palate and uvula, which are part of the oropharynx and not of the oral cavity.
(C) Coronal contrast-enhanced MSCT image showing in detail the floor of the mouth and sublingual
space. GG: genioglossus muscle. GH: geniohyoid muscle. My: mylohyoid muscle. D: anterior belly
of digastric muscle. SLS: sublingual space with lingual artery inside (arrow). SLS contains anterior
fibers of the m. hyoglossus, lingual artery, vein and nerve, glossopharyngeal (IX) and hypoglossal
(XII) nerves, sublingual gland and deep lobe of submandibular gland with Wharton’s duct (these
structures are not annotated in the image).
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Figure 2. Anatomy of the oral cavity. (A) Axial T2 image of the floor of the mouth. Genioglossus
(GG), mylohyoid (My), hyoglossus (H) muscles, with the sublingual gland (orange), deep portion of
submandibular gland (SG, dark green), and Wharton’s duct (light green). (B) Axial T2 fat-saturated
image showing the retromolar trigone (RMT, green). It is a triangular area of mucosa between the
lower jaw third molar (white arrow) and the palatine tonsil (T, yellow). The pterygomandibular
raphe location, between the anterior tonsillar pillar and the retromolar trigone is also highlighted. Pt:
medial pterygoid muscle. (C) Axial T1 image showing the buccal space (pink). It is a fat-containing
subsite located between the buccinator (dotted arrow) and platysma (arrow) muscles.
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3. Imaging Techniques

MSCT is often the first-line investigation in the study of the oral cavity since it is
widely available even in small centres. MSCT has short image acquisition times, good
spatial resolution, and provides an excellent assessment of cortical bone involvement [15].

MRI comes at higher operating and technical costs per procedure than MSCT and is
still as not widely available as MSCT. Notably, MRI provides the highest resolution for soft
tissues, good accuracy in the detection of bone marrow involvement, and the possibility to
identify a perineural tumour spread [15].

The study of the oral cavity with ultrasound can benefit from the use of two different
types of probes: a transcervical high-resolution linear probe and an intra-oral probe. The
former is useful for the evaluation of submandibular/submental lymph nodes in cases of
oral cancer staging and as a guide for a needle biopsy. Intra-oral ultrasound with a small
footprint probe can instead be used to investigate salivary ducts and glands and define
the tumoural depth of invasion, that is a parameter now incorporated into the latest TNM
staging system for oral cancer [7]. Nevertheless, intra-oral ultrasound has many limitations
since it is both an operator-dependent technique and a new diagnostic tool with a long
learning curve for radiologists [16]. Furthermore, intra-oral ultrasound cannot explore all
the subsites of the oral cavity—e.g., the posterior lingual body—and images are degraded
by the presence of bone surfaces that represent an obstacle to the passage of ultrasound [16].

CBCT is a technique that exploits a pyramidal X-ray beam striking a flat panel during
a long-lasting single gantry rotation (5–40 s). CBCT is considered to be the most powerful
tool to study bone structures because of its very high spatial resolution, but at the cost of
worse temporal and contrast resolutions than MSCT [8,17]. CBCT is only slightly affected
by very common oral metal artifacts and it has a relatively low radiation dose compared to
MSCT [17,18]. Nevertheless, because of the long scan times with subsequent inefficacy to
administer intravenous contrast agents as well as the motion artifacts, CBCT cannot replace
MSCT for a large proportion of oral conditions. Therefore, in the study of the oral cavity
CBCT is normally used only for the assessment of dental and bone diseases including
traumatic events [19,20]. For this reason, a detailed analysis of CBCT was not investigated
being beyond the purposes of our study.

18F-FDG PET is another imaging technique with a role in the evaluation of oral
neoplasms, especially SCC. It evaluates the cellular metabolism of glucose highlighting
tissues with a high glucose uptake [9]. Due to its low spatial resolution, 18F-FDG PET
is not useful for surgical planning since it cannot visualise the depth of invasion of the
neoplasm nor the infiltration of neighbouring tissues. However, it is very useful for detecting
MSCT/MRI occult primary oral tumours when their size is at least 5 mm (98% vs. 85%
accuracy of 18F-FDG PET vs. MSCT/MRI) [9]. Furthermore, 18F-FDG PET is better than
MSCT/MRI both to identify pathological lymph nodes and metastases and to assist in
assessing post-radiotherapy recurrences [10,11].

DECT is a more recent technology that uses two different X-ray photon energy spectra
to produce images including a “conventional” spectrum and less powerful spectrum. This
technique allows to procure numerous advantages. It can map or remove substances
of known attenuation features, such as calcium, uric acid, and iodine. Therefore, DECT
can enable both the visualisation of virtual non-contrast images when iodine is removed,
eliminating the need for unenhanced imaging and the study of the iodine concentration
with iodine maps [12]. The applications of DECT in the field of oral cavity oncology are
represented by a better identification of tumour margins than single energy CT, a better
assessment of bone involvement, and a more accurate differentiation between metastatic
nodes and inflammatory/normal nodes and between recurrent disease and posttreatment
changes [12].

MSCT, CBCT, 18F-FDG PET, and DECT use ionising radiation, thus they present a risk
of inducing neoplasms in patients. This risk can be determined by the effective dose, that
estimates the probability of cancer induction. The unit of measurement of this parameter is
the Sievert. Multiple examinations lead to a cumulative effective dose of radiation exposure.
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For values of cumulative effective dose ≥100 mSv, many organs receive a dose at which the
potential stochastic effect for radiation-induced cancers is statistically significant [21]. The
examination with the highest dose burden is 18F-FDG PET, with a mean effective dose of
17.6 ± 8.7 mSv [21]. Oral cavity MSCT approximately averages 1.8 mSv for each acquisition;
considering that this examination usually consists of three acquisitions—non-enhanced,
early enhanced, and late enhanced phases—the effective dose of oral cavity MSCT is around
5–6 mSv [22]. DECT provides a comparable or lower effective dose than conventional
single energy CT as the aforementioned MSCT. In fact, it is important to underline how
DECT allows to avoid the non-enhanced phase, replacing it with retro-reconstructed virtual
non-contrast images [12]. Maxillofacial CBCT involves variable dose levels, mainly based
on the different field-of-view used. However, the effective dose of CBCT is 0.25–0.7 mSv,
therefore significantly lower than oral cavity MSCT [23].

Table 1 summarises the imaging techniques used for the study of oral cancer. Advan-
tages and disadvantages of each technique are described.

Table 1. Pro and cons of the imaging techniques used for the study of oral cancer.

Technique Pros Cons

MSCT
Widely available even in small centres, short image
acquisition times, high spatial resolution, excellent

assessment of cortical bone

Suboptimal contrast resolution, inability to evaluate
bone marrow involvement and perineural tumour
spreading, significant dental metal artifacts, use of

ionising radiation

MRI

High resolution for soft tissues, good accuracy in the
detection of bone marrow involvement and

perineural tumour spread, no use of ionising
radiation

High technical costs, not available in small centres,
poor evaluation of cortical bone erosion, significant

ferromagnetic dental metal artifacts

Ultrasound
Guide for needle biopsy, evaluation of the tumoural

depth of invasion with intra-oral probe, no use of
ionising radiation

Operator-dependent technique, inability to explore
all the subsites of the oral cavity

CBCT
Optimal study of bone structures, very high spatial
resolution, no significant dental metal artifacts, low

radiation dose

Unsatisfactory contrast resolution, low temporal
resolution, inability to administer intravenous

contrast agents, frequent motion artifacts

18F-FDG PET

Very good ability to detect MSCT/MRI occult
primary oral tumours when ≥5 mm, lymph nodes

and metastases, especially in cases of
post-radiotherapy recurrences

High technical costs, not available in small centres,
very low spatial resolution

DECT
Virtual non-contrast images where contrast medium

is not needed, more accurate in staging and
restaging than single energy MSCT

Very limited availability outside the major centres,
use of ionising radiation

4. MSCT and MRI Acquisition Protocols
4.1. MSCT

The acquisition volume for the study of the oral cavity on MSCT is variable depending
on clinical indications. In cases of suspected or confirmed oral cancer, the study extent is
from the skull base to the upper board of the sternal manubrium in order to include infrahy-
oid nodes, skull base foramina that represent possible sites of perineural spread, and deep
neck spaces. Intravenous administration of iodinated contrast agents is used to highlight
the primary tumour, relapses, metastatic lymph nodes, and nerve enhancement [24]. On
the other hand, to confirm a suspected Warthon’s duct sialolithiasis, a small acquisition
volume covering the oral cavity and submandibular space is enough [25].

Axial sections can be acquired at 2.5–3 mm thickness, but multiplanar reformations
have to be generated from 0.625 or 0.75 mm retro-reconstructed images [24]. Generally,
images are reconstructed on parallel or perpendicular planes to the hard palate in post-
processing phases, but they can be reconstructed on all possible planes as needed, even
along broken or curved trajectories. Reconstructions along broken or curved trajectories
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enable representations in a two-dimensional image of volumetric anatomic structures de-
veloping on multiple planes. In cases of a suspected mandibular osteolysis, reconstructions
obtained along the course of both mandibular canals allow to better define the disease
extension [26]. For example, identifying the involvement of mandibular canals is decisive
for staging and therapy in the case of mandibular osteoradionecrosis. Grade II osteora-
dionecrosis is limited to the bone above the canal—and a conservative therapy is still
possible—whereas grade III osteoradionecrosis is extended to the canal and below it—and
a mandibular resection is necessary [27]. At least a 16-slice multidetector CT scanner
is needed to provide nearly isotropic coronal, sagittal, and oblique reformations. These
multiplanar reformations that are used with bone kernel permit high-resolution views of
lingual, buccal, and palatal cortical plates and alveolar ridges increasing the identification
of cortical erosions (Figure 3).
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oral cavity [24,26]. MSCT contrast phase must be performed with a scan protocol that dif-
ferentiates the purely arterial phase—which highlights a fundamental landmark as the 
lingual artery—from the venous and interstitial phases [28]. In our centre, we are used to 
performing a double contrast-enhanced scan (delay 40 and 60 s) at a flow rate of 3 mL/min 
using 1.5 mL/kg of intravenous iodinate contrast agent. MSCT parameters for the oral 
cavity standard acquisition are summarised in Table 2. The clinical indications and acqui-
sition protocols we provided for the study of the oral cavity via MSCT follow the guide-
lines drawn up by the United Kingdom–India oral cancer imaging group [13] and the 
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Table 2. Parameters for oral cavity standard acquisitions performed with SOMATOM Definition AS 
128 Slice CT Scan (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). 

Parameters Indications 

Upper section 
Variable on the basis of clinical indications. Upper section scan should corre-
spond to the skull base when neoplasms are suspected 

Lower section 
Variable on the basis of clinical indications. Lower section scan should corre-
spond to the upper board of sternal manubrium when neoplasms are suspected 

Collimation 0.6 mm 
Pitch (per tube rotation) 0.8 mm 

Figure 3. Soft tissue vs. bone kernel. (A) Axial contrast-enhanced soft tissue CT kernel and (B) axial
bone CT kernel of the same patient with osteomyelitis of the right lower jaw with inflammation of
the surrounding soft tissues. In (A) the swelling and hypervascularisation of the soft tissues (arrows)
surrounding the right lower jaw (*) can be appreciated (see contralateral side for comparison). The
bone structures are not evaluable. In (B) a periosteal reaction (dotted arrow) and focal interruption of
the cortical profile can be appreciated (curved arrow).

Bone and soft tissue kernel must always be obtained in a standard MSCT scan of
the oral cavity [24,26]. MSCT contrast phase must be performed with a scan protocol
that differentiates the purely arterial phase—which highlights a fundamental landmark
as the lingual artery—from the venous and interstitial phases [28]. In our centre, we are
used to performing a double contrast-enhanced scan (delay 40 and 60 s) at a flow rate of
3 mL/min using 1.5 mL/kg of intravenous iodinate contrast agent. MSCT parameters for
the oral cavity standard acquisition are summarised in Table 2. The clinical indications
and acquisition protocols we provided for the study of the oral cavity via MSCT follow the
guidelines drawn up by the United Kingdom–India oral cancer imaging group [13] and the
recommendations by Drage et al. [14]. However, technical parameters such as collimation,
pitch, rotation time, tube voltage, and tube current × exposure time need to be optimised
for each specific MSCT-unit.
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Table 2. Parameters for oral cavity standard acquisitions performed with SOMATOM Definition AS
128 Slice CT Scan (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany).

Parameters Indications

Upper section Variable on the basis of clinical indications. Upper section scan should correspond to the skull base when
neoplasms are suspected

Lower section Variable on the basis of clinical indications. Lower section scan should correspond to the upper board of
sternal manubrium when neoplasms are suspected

Collimation 0.6 mm

Pitch (per tube rotation) 0.8 mm

Rotation time (per tube rotation) 0.5 s

Tube voltage * 100 kV (variable for optimising dose software)

Current × exposure time * 170 mAs (variable for optimising dose software)

Window Soft tissue: 350 HU wideness; 50 HU centre

Type of reformation Sagittal and coronal views

Contrast acquisition 1.5 mL/kg of intravenous iodinate contrast material; 3 mL/min flow rate; two contrast-enhanced scans
with delays of 40 and 60 s

* Mean values for an individual of 70 kg.

4.2. MRI

Appropriate MRI examinations of suspected or confirmed oral cavity tumours should
be carried out via 1.5T or 3T magnets with a dedicated head–neck phased array coil.
Patients must undergo unenhanced and enhanced scans by intravenous gadolinium ad-
ministration extending from the skull base to the upper border of the manubrium sterni.
An optimised oral cavity protocol devised in our centre includes an axial T2 turbo spin-
echo sequence; three-dimensional fast spin-echo T1 and T2 sampling perfection with
application-optimised contrasts using different flip angle evolution (SPACE) sequences
with multiplanar reconstructions on axial, coronal, and sagittal planes; fat-saturated echo-
planar diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) with apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps;
dynamic contrast-enhanced perfusion-weighted imaging (DCE-PWI) sequences obtained
through two Volumetric Interpolated Breath-hold Examination (VIBE) T1 sequences with
flip angles of 5◦ and 15◦ for baseline T1-mapping acquisitions. After gadolinium chelates
contrast agent intravenous administration (gadobutrol, Bayer, Germany; 1 mL/10 kg, fol-
lowed by 20 mL saline flush at 3 mL/s flow rate): DCE-PWI sequences obtained through
one VIBE T1 sequence with a flip angle of 30◦; an axial T1VIBE Dixon with multiplanar
reconstructions on axial, coronal, and sagittal planes. Each sequence has its main use, and
it is optimal for the evaluation of specific anatomic structures or phenomena [24]:

• Contrast-enhanced-T1 sequences are excellent both for the detection of enhanced
masses—that sometimes are visible only after contrast administration as areas of
enhancement—and perineural spread by the direct visualisation of thickened and
enhanced nerves;

• Axial T2 combined with multiplanar contrast-enhanced-T1 sequences for the visuali-
sation of tongue extrinsic muscle involvement;

• Unenhanced T1 and T2 sequences for cortical bone erosions;
• Unenhanced T1, T2 SPACE, and contrast-enhanced-T1 sequences for bone marrow

involvements;
• T2, contrast-enhanced-T1, and DWI for the assessment of lymph nodes.

Even the clinical indications and acquisition protocols used for the study of the oral
cavity via MRI are in line with what is indicated by the guidelines and recommendations
for oral cancer imaging studies [13,14].

A more detailed analysis on the use of DWI and DCE-PWI sequences is described
below. In addition, MRI parameters for oral cavity standard acquisitions are summarised
in Table 3.
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Table 3. Parameters for oral cavity standard acquisitions performed with 1.5 T Magnetom Aera (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany).

Sequence Contrast
Agent

Repetition
Time
(ms)

Echo
Time
(ms)

Slice
Thickness

(mm)

Interslice
Gap

(mm)

Field of
View (mm) Matrix Acceleration

Factor

Number of
Signal

Averaged

Band
Width

(Hz/Px)

Acquisition
Time

(min:s)

Voxel
Size

SPACE T1
Sagittal pre 500 7.2 0.9 - 229 × 229 230 × 256 2 1.4 630 5:47 0.9 × 0.9 × 0.9

SPACE T2
Sagittal
Fat-Sat

pre 3000 380 0.9 - 229 × 229 230 × 256 2 1.4 698 5:56 0.9 × 0.9 × 0.9

TSE T2
Axial pre 5050 117 3 0.9 210 × 190 261 × 484 2 3 191 2:23 0.5 × 0.5 × 3.0

SPAIR EPI-DWI
Axial

(b 50/800 s/mm2)
pre 4100 55 3 0.9 240 × 240 102 × 128 3 1 1608 3:09 1.6 × 1.6 × 3.0

VIBE T1
Axial (PWI-DCE)
Flip angle 5–15◦

pre 10 2.4 3.5 0.7 250 × 226 139 × 192 3 3 - - -

VIBE T1
Axial (PWI-DCE)

Flip angle 30◦
post 4.65 1.66 3.5 0.7 250 × 226 139 × 192 3 3 - 5:50 0.5 × 0.5 × 3.0

VIBE Dixon
Axial post 10 2.4 0.9 0.18 225 × 225 212 × 256 - 1 340 4:37 0.9 × 0.9 × 0.9
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4.2.1. DWI

DWI measures the random Brownian motion of water molecules within a voxel
of tissue, thus distinguishing highly cellular tissues with low diffusion coefficients (i.e.,
neoplasms with restricted diffusion) from scarcely cellular tissues with high diffusion
coefficients (i.e., cystic or inflammatory diseases with free water diffusion). It represents
an important tool in the evaluation of oral cavity lesions, especially to differentiate benign
from malignant neoplasms [29]. Furthermore, it can give a contribution to characterising
the different kinds of developmental, inflammatory, and tumoural alterations affecting the
oral cavity. Currently, the main applications of DWI are as follows:

• Differentiate oral cavity abscesses from cystic/necrotic tumours. An abscess shows high
signal on DWI trace images and low values on ADC maps (0.7–0.85 × 10−3 mm2/s)
(Figure 4), whereas a cystic/necrotic tumour usually has high values on ADC maps
(>2.0 × 10−3 mm2/s) [30–32];
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Figure 5. Squamous cell carcinoma of the hard palate. (A) Axial T2 image; (B) DWI trace (b = 1000); 
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Figure 4. Odontogenic abscess with surrounding phlegmon of the right cheek soft tissues. (A) T2
axial image showing the high signal of the abscess area (white arrow). Note the swollen appearance
of the soft tissues of the right cheek. (B) DWI trace (b = 1000). The abscess (*) shows high signal,
whereas the surrounding phlegmon (stars in Figure 4B) has a lower signal. (C) ADC map. The
purulent tissue of the abscess (*) has low ADC values (0.84 × 10−3 mm2/s, restricted diffusion), while
the surrounding phlegmon (stars in Figure 4C) shows high ADC values without restricted diffusion
(2.1 × 10−3 mm2/s).

• Differentiate colliquated from non-colliquated areas in the context of phlegmons.
Inflammatory areas without abscesses have high ADC values (>2.0 × 10−3 mm2/s) [33]
(Figure 4);

• Differentiate benign solid masses (ADC 1.5–1.6 × 10−3 mm2/s) from squamous cell
carcinomas (ADC 1.1–1.3 × 10−3 mm2/s) [30] (Figures 5 and 6);
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Figure 5. Squamous cell carcinoma of the hard palate. (A) Axial T2 image; (B) DWI trace (b = 1000);
(C) ADC map. The mass of the hard palate (white arrows) shows restricted diffusion represented by
high signal intensity on the DWI trace (B) and low values on the ADC map (C) (1.16 × 10−3 mm2/s).
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Figure 6. Squamous cell carcinoma of the mouth floor. (A) DWI trace (b = 1000). The neoplasm shows
high signal (*). (B) ADC map. Low ADC values of the neoplasm (*, 1.08 × 10−3 mm2/s), whereas the
surrounding inflammatory tissue shows high ADC values (star, 2.3 × 10−3 mm2/s).

• Confirm diagnostic suspicions generated by clinical workups such as oral benign
cystic pathologies including ranula, periapical cyst, and nasopalatine duct cyst. Such
lesions show the highest ADC values (>2.0 × 10−3 mm2/s) (Figure 7) [30];

• Characterise oral lymphoma since it shows the lowest ADC values (<0.7 × 10−3 mm2/s)
because of its high cellularity (strongly crammed lymphocytes) [30]. Abscesses and
lymphomas can show an overlap of ADC values around 0.7 × 10−3 mm2/s. However,
the differential diagnosis between them is normally carried out considering both
the clinical assessment and unenhanced and enhanced morphologic MRI sequences.
On the contrary, poorly differentiated carcinomas can assume ADC values similar
to lymphomas supported by the increase in cellularity as the grade of the tumour
increases, thus making the differential diagnosis more complex [34].
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Figure 7. Periapical cysts. MRI. (A) Sagittal T2 image. (B) DWI trace b = 1000. (C) ADC map.
Periapical cyst (white arrows) results from dental infections that spread to the tooth apex and into the
adjacent bone. It is often bordered by a thin rim of cortical bone as can be observed in (A). In (B,C)
the absence of restricted diffusion is highlighted since no hyperintense signal on DWI trace and high
values on ADC map (2.27 × 10−3 mm2/s) are found.

In recent years attempts have been made to use DWI to discriminate between metastatic
and benign lymph nodes in patients with oral squamous cell carcinoma. This differentia-
tion is achieved in pre-surgical phases to determine the extent of surgical neck dissections.
Unfortunately, results obtained from different studies are controversial. According to
Wendl et al. [35], DWI obtained with both 1.5 and 3.0 T MRI-units is not an adequate
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tool to distinguish metastatic from benign lymph nodes, whereas a more recent paper by
Zhou et al. [36] found that mean ADC values of metastatic lymph nodes are significantly
lower than benign lymph nodes (0.95 vs. 1.20 × 10−3 mm2/s, with a threshold of 1.035).
Freihat et al. [37] achieved similar results to Zhou et al. DECT has also a role in this specific
setting. Normal, inflammatory, and metastatic head–neck squamous cell carcinoma nodes
show different features of microvascularity. Inflammatory nodes are those with the highest
vessel density; normal nodes show a lower vascular count than inflammatory nodes but
higher than metastatic ones; metastatic nodes have larger, fenestrated, and less numer-
ous vessels. These features are reflected in a different contrast behaviour in DECT [38].
Metastatic nodes have lower iodine content—i.e., a lower quantification of iodine in each
voxel expressed in mg/mL—and iodine overlay—i.e., the attenuation difference between
contrast-enhanced and virtual unenhanced images expressed in Hounsfield Unit—than
normal and inflammatory lymph nodes. Iodine content measurements to distinguish
metastatic from normal/inflammatory nodes with a threshold value of 2.8 mg/mL show
high specificity (87.5%) and sensitivity (85.0%) [38].

4.2.2. DCE–PWI

DCE-PWI consists in obtaining sequential MR images before, during, and after an
intravenous bolus administration of a gadolinium agent. This technique allows the quan-
tification of vascular biomarkers (i.e., blood volume, blood flow, and permeability) and
visualisation of time/intensity curves showing the enhancement pattern of a lesion. The
most studied quantitative index is Ktrans (volume transfer constant), that represents a
measure of the capillary permeability. Semiquantitative time/intensity curves can be
schematised in four patterns (Figure 8): progressive and slow enhancement (type A, usu-
ally typical of benign lesions), rapid achievement of the peak of enhancement followed
by an equally rapid wash-out (type B, usually typical of malignant lesions), rapid achieve-
ment of the peak of enhancement followed by a plateau (type C, it can correspond to both
benign and malignant lesions), and absence of enhancement (type D, typical of a cyst or
lipoma) [39].
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As in other areas of the body, DCE-MRI is mainly used for the study of cancers in head
and neck area too [40]. Different methods can be used for DCE-MRI image acquisitions,
but the best one is with multiple flip angles as aforementioned. The main applications of
DCE-MRI in the study of the oral cavity are represented as follows:

• Early identification of locoregional recurrences by the differentiation between local
recurrences and post-treatment changes. Relapses show type B or C time/intensity
curves (wash-in with wash-out or plateau), whereas post-treatment changes predomi-
nantly show type A curves (progressive enhancement). “Time factor” is crucial since a
too-short interval of time from surgery or radiotherapy (<3–4 months) can determine
false positives due to the presence of inflammatory areas and oedema with vivid
enhancement [41];

• Predict pathological stages of oral cancer. For oral tongue squamous cell carcinomas,
that are the most frequent malignancies of the oral cavity, staging before treatment
is essential since a stage I-II TNM can be treated with a single modality therapy
(preferably surgery), whereas stage III-IV TNM have to be treated with multi-modality
therapy. Depending on the TNM stage, oral cavity cancers have a different microvas-
culature function reflected in different pharmacokinetic parameters at the quantitative
DCE-MRI analysis. Stage I–II tumours show higher Ktrans values than stage III-IV
tumours (0.149 ± 0.080 vs. 0.106 ± 0.057 min−1) [42];

• Characterise neoplasms of the minor salivary glands, especially distinguish a pleo-
morphic adenoma (type A curve ≥ 85%) from an epithelial malignancy (type C curve
75–80%) [43,44] (Figure 9);
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Figure 9. Malignant and benign lesions of the minor salivary glands of the palate. (A) Sagittal T1
contrast-enhanced image showing a polymorphous low-grade adenocarcinoma with vivid contrast
enhancement (dotted arrow). (B) Time/intensity curve of dynamic contrast-enhanced perfusion
weighted imaging. An early wash-in followed by a plateau is observed (Type C curve). C: concentra-
tion of contrast agent expressed in millimoles (mM). T: time (seconds). (C) Sagittal T2 fat-saturated
image showing an unusual pleomorphic adenoma characterised by a low T2 signal intensity (arrow).
(D) Time/intensity curve of dynamic contrast-enhanced perfusion weighted imaging. A progressive
and slow enhancement is observed (Type A curve). C: concentration of contrast agent expressed in
millimoles (mM). T: time (seconds).
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• Differentiate metastatic from normal lymph nodes. Yan et al. [45] found that the value
of Ktrans in nodal metastases from squamous cell carcinoma is higher than benign
nodes (0.328 ± 0.111 vs. 0.141 ± 0.065 min−1);

• Predict tumour response to treatment. Although with a high metastatic potential,
highly perfused tumours are considered to have a better therapeutic response because
they receive a great amount of chemotherapy and are more sensitive to radiotherapy.
The most accurate pre-therapy DCE-MRI parameter for predicting tumour treatment
response is Ktrans. Higher pre-therapy Ktrans values are associated with a better
response to therapy, with threshold values > 0.41 to 0.84 min−1 [46].

5. Dynamic Manoeuvres and Stratagems for the Study of the Oral Cavity via MSCT
and MRI

The mutual close apposition of different mucosal surfaces in the oral cavity represents
an important obstacle in the detection of oral diseases. During MSCT and MRI acquisition
phases it is possible to adopt specific stratagems for the accurate identification and assess-
ment of localisation, size, trans-spatial extension, and deep structure invasion of oral cavity
lesions. Acquisitions with dynamic manoeuvres are usually performed after intravenous
administration of contrast agents and they are better tolerated by patients under MSCT
than MRI due to the shorter acquisition time of MSCT examinations [28]. However, MRI
can overcome some limitations of MSCT in cases of small oral cavity lesions in patients
with submucosal fibrosis, retromolar trigone lesion, and post-surgical complications. Metal
dental artifacts are more obvious on MSCT images too [47]. These dynamic manoeuvres
can be summarised as follows:

1. Puffed cheek technique. The vestibule of the mouth is a virtual cavity due to the
contact between the mucosa of the lip, cheek, and gingiva. Puffed cheek technique
helps to determine if the lesion is arising from the buccal, gingival, or lingual mucosal
surface since patients blow uniformly through pursed lips and the mucosal surfaces
appear separated from each other. Therefore, the vestibular cavity can be appreciated
as an air-filled horse-shoe-shaped space both on MSCT and MRI (Figures 10 and 11).
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Figure 10. Puffed cheek technique. MSCT (A) Axial contrast-enhanced scan. (B) Coronal contrast-
enhanced scan. This technique allows to stretch and visualise the oral vestibule (V), as well as to 
separate the buccal (red), maxillary gingival (blue), palatal (green), and lingual (yellow, dotted ar-
row in (B)) mucosal surfaces. In this case, a subtle enhancing thickening in the buccal mucosa with 
infiltration of the buccinator muscle is highlighted (arrow in (A)). With puffed cheek technique, 

Figure 10. Puffed cheek technique. MSCT (A) Axial contrast-enhanced scan. (B) Coronal contrast-
enhanced scan. This technique allows to stretch and visualise the oral vestibule (V), as well as to
separate the buccal (red), maxillary gingival (blue), palatal (green), and lingual (yellow, dotted arrow
in (B)) mucosal surfaces. In this case, a subtle enhancing thickening in the buccal mucosa with
infiltration of the buccinator muscle is highlighted (arrow in (A)). With puffed cheek technique, facial
muscles (risorius, levatorangulioris, depressor angulioris, and orbicularis oris) create a broad soft
tissue density pseudomass (arrowheads in (A)) that should not be confused with a real lesion.
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Figure 11. Puffed cheek technique. MRI. (A) Standard T2 coronal image; (B) standard T2 axial image.
(C) Puffed cheek contrast-enhanced T1 axial image. Carcinoma of the right cheek mucosa (white
arrows). Puffed cheek technique highlights the lesion and detached the margins of the lesion from
the surrounding mucous structures well.

For best results, patients should move their tongue away from the hard palate and
teeth to allow the tongue to be distinguished from the floor of the mouth/gingiva and
the gingiva from the tongue/lip [47]. Henrot et al. [28] proposed a modified puffed cheek
technique for MRI. The poor temporal resolution of MRI cannot enable an adequate puffed
cheek technique, but the use of a cannula that insufflates the buccal vestibule allows a
separation of the juxtaposed mucosal surfaces without motion and movement artifacts. The
air within the oral cavity will highlight any bulky exophytic mass, subtle wall thickening,
and ulceration. Buccal space and possible infiltrations of the buccinator muscle may be also
better evaluated with this stratagem. Pterygomandibular raphe and retromolar trigone are
also well delineated and the cheek involvement can be confirmed or precluded in cases
of retromolar trigone tumours. Oral anatomy appears slightly different with the puffed
cheek technique since the facial muscles create broad and band-like soft tissue density
pseudomasses as the cheeks are stretched out of air and the buccinator muscles are more
evident. These normal changes must not be confused with pathological masses [48]. Air
within the Stensen’s duct or parotid gland (pneumoparotid) is a normal finding during
puffed-cheek MSCT due to the reflux of air from the mouth into Stensen’s duct. This finding
is not associated with infectious complications [49]. The passage of air into adjacent soft
tissues through a mucosal defect—e.g., after a recent incisional biopsy—is rarely visualised
and never associated with complications [50].

2. Open mouth technique. Patients open their mouth and the acquisition is obtained
with quiet respiration. A device (i.e., a 50 mL syringe) can be used between teeth
to ensure the maintenance of the right position [28]. It allows the separation of the
palatal mucosa from the muscular component of the tongue clarifying the exact origin,
infiltration, and thickness of tumoural masses (Figures 12 and 13).
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clearly the lesion of the hard palate mucosa (arrow). The mucous lining of the hard palate (red) and 
soft palate (blue) are highlighted. The tongue appears different from conventional MSCT scans since 
with this technique the intrinsic musculature (T int) is retracted, and the digastric muscle is both 
contracted and thickened D. The other extrinsic muscles do not appear clearly distinguishable from 
each other. (B) Coronal contrast-enhanced image showing the neoplasm (arrow) and the intrinsic 
musculature of the tongue (T int). (C) Axial contrast-enhanced image depicts the neoplasm very 
well (arrow). Two head and neck spaces that are not part of the oral cavity but represent pathways 
of tumoural diffusion and inflammatory pathologies are highlighted: the parapharyngeal fat space 
(yellow) and oropharyngeal mucous space with air into the pharyngeal lumen (O, green). (D) Axial 
conventional MSCT image shows how the neoplasm is much less visible than the open mouth tech-
nique. A further space bordering the oral cavity is highlighted: the masticator space (pink) formed 
at this level by the masseter (M) and medial pterygoid (Pt) muscles. Yellow: parapharyngeal fat 
space. 

Figure 12. Open mouth MSCT technique. (A) Sagittal contrast-enhanced MSCT image showing
clearly the lesion of the hard palate mucosa (arrow). The mucous lining of the hard palate (red) and
soft palate (blue) are highlighted. The tongue appears different from conventional MSCT scans since
with this technique the intrinsic musculature (T int) is retracted, and the digastric muscle is both
contracted and thickened D. The other extrinsic muscles do not appear clearly distinguishable from
each other. (B) Coronal contrast-enhanced image showing the neoplasm (arrow) and the intrinsic
musculature of the tongue (T int). (C) Axial contrast-enhanced image depicts the neoplasm very
well (arrow). Two head and neck spaces that are not part of the oral cavity but represent pathways
of tumoural diffusion and inflammatory pathologies are highlighted: the parapharyngeal fat space
(yellow) and oropharyngeal mucous space with air into the pharyngeal lumen (O, green). (D) Axial
conventional MSCT image shows how the neoplasm is much less visible than the open mouth
technique. A further space bordering the oral cavity is highlighted: the masticator space (pink)
formed at this level by the masseter (M) and medial pterygoid (Pt) muscles. Yellow: parapharyngeal
fat space.
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Figure 13. Open mouth MSCT technique. (A) Axial MSCT image of a squamous cell carcinoma of 
the lingual apex (*, outlined by the dotted line). This technique allows to separate the palatal mucosa 
from the muscular component of the tongue clarifying the exact origin, infiltration, and thickness of 
the lesion. (B) Sagittal MSCT image of the same patient. No infiltration of the extrinsic musculature 
of the tongue is observed (Ex, below the red line). 

The open mouth technique also increases the visibility of structures obscured by den-
tal metal artifacts, especially the soft palate but also the cheek, gingiva, oropharynx, and 
upper part of the mobile tongue, thus highlighting tumours or other diseases that are dif-
ficult to detect with the mouth closed (Figure 14). 

 
Figure 14. Open mouth MSCT technique. This technique can be also used to increase the visibility 
of the structures obscured by metal artifacts, especially the upper part of the mobile tongue. (A) 
Axial non-enhanced MSCT. The evaluation of the upper portion of the tongue in the standard scan 
is not possible due to large artifacts (*). (B) Axial contrast-enhanced open mouth MSCT of the same 
patient. The execution of the manoeuvre allows an easy assessment of the tongue (T). 

3. Mouth Opened with Tongue Extended. Patient must keep the mouth open and the 
tongue extended for the scan time while breathing through the nose (Figures 15 and 
16). 

Figure 13. Open mouth MSCT technique. (A) Axial MSCT image of a squamous cell carcinoma of the
lingual apex (*, outlined by the dotted line). This technique allows to separate the palatal mucosa
from the muscular component of the tongue clarifying the exact origin, infiltration, and thickness of
the lesion. (B) Sagittal MSCT image of the same patient. No infiltration of the extrinsic musculature
of the tongue is observed (Ex, below the red line).

The open mouth technique also increases the visibility of structures obscured by dental
metal artifacts, especially the soft palate but also the cheek, gingiva, oropharynx, and upper
part of the mobile tongue, thus highlighting tumours or other diseases that are difficult to
detect with the mouth closed (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Open mouth MSCT technique. This technique can be also used to increase the visibility of
the structures obscured by metal artifacts, especially the upper part of the mobile tongue. (A) Axial
non-enhanced MSCT. The evaluation of the upper portion of the tongue in the standard scan is not
possible due to large artifacts (*). (B) Axial contrast-enhanced open mouth MSCT of the same patient.
The execution of the manoeuvre allows an easy assessment of the tongue (T).

3. Mouth Opened with Tongue Extended. Patient must keep the mouth open and the
tongue extended for the scan time while breathing through the nose (Figures 15 and 16).
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Figure 15. Open mouth with tongue extended MSCT technique. This manoeuvre allows to clearly 
separate the oral cavity from oropharyngeal structures. (A) Axial non-enhanced conventional MSCT 
acquisition at the level of the tongue base (*) and palatine tonsils (arrows). It is not possible to clearly 
distinguish the boundaries between the oral cavity and oropharynx making it difficult to assess a 
possible extension of a tonsillar neoplasm to the tongue base and adjacent muscles (or vice versa, a 
tongue neoplasm towards the tonsil). (B) Axial contrast-enhanced open mouth with tongue ex-
tended acquisition at the same level. Tongue and oropharynx with tonsils are “stretched”, isolating 
these different compartments from each other. (C) Detailed image of (B) where it is possible to dis-
tinguish the palatine tonsil (blue), styloglossus muscle (red), medial pterygoid muscle (green), and 
glosso-tonsillar sulcus (dotted line). (D) Reconstructed sagittal image. 

Figure 15. Open mouth with tongue extended MSCT technique. This manoeuvre allows to clearly
separate the oral cavity from oropharyngeal structures. (A) Axial non-enhanced conventional MSCT
acquisition at the level of the tongue base (*) and palatine tonsils (arrows). It is not possible to
clearly distinguish the boundaries between the oral cavity and oropharynx making it difficult to
assess a possible extension of a tonsillar neoplasm to the tongue base and adjacent muscles (or vice
versa, a tongue neoplasm towards the tonsil). (B) Axial contrast-enhanced open mouth with tongue
extended acquisition at the same level. Tongue and oropharynx with tonsils are “stretched”, isolating
these different compartments from each other. (C) Detailed image of (B) where it is possible to
distinguish the palatine tonsil (blue), styloglossus muscle (red), medial pterygoid muscle (green), and
glosso-tonsillar sulcus (dotted line). (D) Reconstructed sagittal image.
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lined by white dotted line in (B)) where it is not possible to distinguish between the infiltration of 
the tongue (outlined by the red line in (B)) and the surrounding muscles. (C) T1 contrast-enhanced 
axial open mouth with tongue extended and (D) T1 contrast-enhanced sagittal open mouth with 
tongue extended of the same patient where it is possible to appreciate how the neoplasm (arrow in 
(C), outlined by white dotted line in (D)) is well separated from the lingual surface (outlined by the 
red line in (D)) and neighbouring structures. The lingual protrusion causes “stretching” of the oro-
pharyngeal structures and distends the glosso-tonsillar sulcus. Therefore, the tonsillar compartment 
is isolated. In case of tonsillar neoplasia, it is possible to confirm or deny the invasion of the tongue 
base, styloglossus, pterygoid muscles, and the lateral wall of the pharynx—and vice versa for a lin-
gual neoplasm. In (A) a susceptibility artifact, given by the interface between the ferromagnetic ma-
terial and the adjacent tissues causing magnetic distortions and signal loss, is clearly visible (*). 

Proper instruction and testing of the manoeuvre are required before scanning. This 
technique reduces artifacts from metal material (for the same reasons of simple open 
mouth technique, the X-ray beam better penetrates the oral cavity without the interference 
of dental metal) (Figure 14) and enables a better visualisation of oral cavity/oropharynx 
tumours, thus allowing a more accurate staging [51]. Lingual protrusion causes “stretch-
ing” of the oropharyngeal structures and distends the glosso-tonsillar sulcus. Small le-
sions located on the lateral or ventral margin of the anterior tongue or located on the lin-
gual apex are clearly highlighted by such manoeuvre [47]. 
4. Water distension of the oral vestibule. This technique is exclusively used on MRI ex-

aminations since MRI has a high contrast for liquids by using specific sequences, es-
pecially T2 sequences. Water distension of the oral vestibule is performed by asking 
patients to drink 20–40 mL of still water and keep it in the mouth for the time neces-
sary to acquire the images (T2 and pre- and post-contrast T1 sequences) [47]. This 
manoeuvre distends the oral vestibule and the presence of water provides excellent 
natural contrast between the lesion and the adjacent mucosal surfaces (Figure 17). 

Figure 16. Open Mouth with Tongue extended MRI technique. (A) T1 contrast-enhanced axial image
and (B) T1 contrast-enhanced sagittal image showing a left tonsillar neoplasm (arrow in (A), outlined
by white dotted line in (B)) where it is not possible to distinguish between the infiltration of the
tongue (outlined by the red line in (B)) and the surrounding muscles. (C) T1 contrast-enhanced
axial open mouth with tongue extended and (D) T1 contrast-enhanced sagittal open mouth with
tongue extended of the same patient where it is possible to appreciate how the neoplasm (arrow
in (C), outlined by white dotted line in (D)) is well separated from the lingual surface (outlined
by the red line in (D)) and neighbouring structures. The lingual protrusion causes “stretching”
of the oropharyngeal structures and distends the glosso-tonsillar sulcus. Therefore, the tonsillar
compartment is isolated. In case of tonsillar neoplasia, it is possible to confirm or deny the invasion
of the tongue base, styloglossus, pterygoid muscles, and the lateral wall of the pharynx—and vice
versa for a lingual neoplasm. In (A) a susceptibility artifact, given by the interface between the
ferromagnetic material and the adjacent tissues causing magnetic distortions and signal loss, is clearly
visible (*).

Proper instruction and testing of the manoeuvre are required before scanning. This
technique reduces artifacts from metal material (for the same reasons of simple open mouth
technique, the X-ray beam better penetrates the oral cavity without the interference of
dental metal) (Figure 14) and enables a better visualisation of oral cavity/oropharynx
tumours, thus allowing a more accurate staging [51]. Lingual protrusion causes “stretching”
of the oropharyngeal structures and distends the glosso-tonsillar sulcus. Small lesions
located on the lateral or ventral margin of the anterior tongue or located on the lingual
apex are clearly highlighted by such manoeuvre [47].

4. Water distension of the oral vestibule. This technique is exclusively used on MRI
examinations since MRI has a high contrast for liquids by using specific sequences,
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especially T2 sequences. Water distension of the oral vestibule is performed by
asking patients to drink 20–40 mL of still water and keep it in the mouth for the time
necessary to acquire the images (T2 and pre- and post-contrast T1 sequences) [47]. This
manoeuvre distends the oral vestibule and the presence of water provides excellent
natural contrast between the lesion and the adjacent mucosal surfaces (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Water distension of oral vestibule. The presence of water in the oral vestibule enables a
better delineation and distinction of the buccal and gingival mucosa, allowing a better analysis of
possible abnormalities.

It is considered the best method for the assessment of tumours of the retromolar
trigone and posterior buccal mucosa, as well as the identification of exophytic tongue
lesions by distinguishing true exophytic from infiltrative alterations. Furthermore, the
vestibule distension allows a better evaluation of patients both with submucosal fibrosis—
especially chronic tobacco chewers—and postoperative fibrosis, where the inability to
perform the puffed cheek technique and the more difficult clinical evaluation by ear–nose–
throat specialists could hide lesions and relapses [47].

6. Metal Artifacts and Stratagems for Their Reduction

Both on MSCT and MRI images, the study of the oral cavity is frequently limited by
the presence of artifacts caused by implants, pins, surgical plates, dental restorations, and
orthodontic bands.

6.1. MSCT

Metal artifacts are given by two main phenomena on MSCT examinations that take the
name of beam hardening and photon starvation (Figure 18) based on the different atomic
numbers of dental materials [52].
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Figure 18. Dental metal artifacts on MSCT examinations. (A,B) Beam hardening artifacts occurring 
when the X-ray beam hits a metal with a low atomic number. (A) MSCT scout view shows two 
titanium implants located on the anterior lower jaw (arrow). (B) Axial image characterised by hy-
podense streaks gradually reducing from the area of interest towards the periphery. (C,D) Photon 
starvation artifacts occurring when the X-ray beam hits a metal with a high thickness or high atomic 
number. (C) MSCT scout view in which many silver amalgam crowns and multiple dental restora-
tion therapies are found. (D) Axial image shows the typical artifacts with alternated hypo/hyper-
dense streaks opening as a fan from the metallic area. 

 
Figure 19. Dental metal artifacts. MSCT vs. CBCT. (A) Bone kernel–MSCT axial view of the lower 
jaw. (B) CBCT of the lower jaw carried out at the same level on the same patient. The artifacts from 
metal material are significantly less evident on CBCT images than MSCT ones. 

Figure 18. Dental metal artifacts on MSCT examinations. (A,B) Beam hardening artifacts occurring
when the X-ray beam hits a metal with a low atomic number. (A) MSCT scout view shows two
titanium implants located on the anterior lower jaw (arrow). (B) Axial image characterised by
hypodense streaks gradually reducing from the area of interest towards the periphery. (C,D) Photon
starvation artifacts occurring when the X-ray beam hits a metal with a high thickness or high atomic
number. (C) MSCT scout view in which many silver amalgam crowns and multiple dental restoration
therapies are found. (D) Axial image shows the typical artifacts with alternated hypo/hyperdense
streaks opening as a fan from the metallic area.

Beam hardening takes place when the X-ray beam hits metal materials with low
atomic numbers (e.g., titanium Z = 22). The metal absorbs radiation with lower energy, thus
making the emerging beam “harder” since it is rich in high energy photons. Hypodense
streaks gradually reducing from the area of interest towards the periphery is the typical
aspect on MSCT images. On the contrary, when the X-ray beam hits metal materials with
high thickness or atomic number (e.g., the amalgam: silver Z = 47 and mercury Z = 80), a
very high attenuation takes place and a “photon starvation” occurs, that is the condition
where there is not a sufficient number of photons reaching the detector. The appearance
of this artifact on MSCT images is that of alternated hypo/hyperdense streaks opening as
a fan from the metallic area [52]. By comparing MSCT with CBCT, dental metal artifacts
are significantly lower on CBCT images for three main reasons including low tube current,
limited dynamic range of the detector, and high number of reconstructions around the
metal object enabled by the cone/pyramidal-shaped beam [52] (Figure 19).
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Figure 19. Dental metal artifacts. MSCT vs. CBCT. (A) Bone kernel–MSCT axial view of the lower 
jaw. (B) CBCT of the lower jaw carried out at the same level on the same patient. The artifacts from 
metal material are significantly less evident on CBCT images than MSCT ones. 

Figure 19. Dental metal artifacts. MSCT vs. CBCT. (A) Bone kernel–MSCT axial view of the lower
jaw. (B) CBCT of the lower jaw carried out at the same level on the same patient. The artifacts from
metal material are significantly less evident on CBCT images than MSCT ones.

Many “stratagems” have been employed over time to reduce metal artifacts on oral
MSCT examinations including the examples described below with proven clinical efficacy.

• Gantry tilt scanning. Patients have to be positioned with tooth occlusal surfaces
perpendicular to the table; the gantry tilt angle used is ≥20 degrees. In the post-
processing phase the oblique images obtained are reconstructed to transverse images
with information on the table position [53];

• Open mouth dynamic manoeuvre. See the above-mentioned paragraph and Figure 14);
• Metal artifact reduction algorithms. They replace the metal trace region with neigh-

bouring data (also known as iterative reconstruction techniques) (Figure 20) [54].
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Figure 20. Metal Artifact Reduction Algorithms (MAR). (A) Axial contrast-enhanced standard MSCT
with photon starvation artifacts. (B) Axial contrast-enhanced O-MAR (MAR for orthopaedic implants;
Philips. the Netherlands) MSCT of the same patient. A better visualisation of the oral cavity structures
is observed. This kind of algorithm uses iterative reconstruction techniques to replace data points
identified as metal with interpolated values.
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These three different strategies can also be used in combination to improve the dental
artifact reduction. For instance, Onodera et al. [55] used the gantry tilt combined with a
metal artifact reduction algorithm and lateral position of the patient on the table.

6.2. MRI

Metal material in the oral cavity can generate two kinds of artifacts on MRI images.
Susceptibility artifacts are given by the interface between dental materials and adjacent
tissues that create a variation in the magnetic field strength, causing magnetic distortions
and signal loss (Figure 16). Non-susceptibility artifacts are given by eddy currents induced
by alternations of gradients and radiofrequency fields [56]. Susceptibility artifacts are
responsible for almost all oral artifacts since magnetic field inhomogeneities are due to fer-
romagnetic ingredients contained in dental materials [57]. The high magnetic susceptibility
within the magnetic field not only determines the signal loss but could also accumulate the
signal intensity in the region of interest (“pile-up artifact”), resulting in an abnormally high
signal intensity (Figure 21).
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Figure 21. MRI “pile-up” artifact. The high magnetic susceptibility within the magnetic field could
accumulate the signal intensity in the region of interest resulting in an abnormally high signal (“pile-
up artifact”, indicated by white arrows). “Pile-up artifact” mainly occurs on the periphery of the
area produced by magnetic distortions and signal loss given by the interface between dental metal
materials and adjacent tissues (*).

The artifact severity will vary depending on the shape, position, orientation, number
of objects in the image, and type/parameters of sequence used [57]. Different materials
have different influences on the formation of the artifacts. Their magnitude is greater for
titanium dental implants than zirconia ones [56]. Such artifacts can be reduced by some
expedients:

• Spin-echo sequences with modified parameters (i.e., echo time, matrix, bandwidth,
slice thickness, and echo train); high bandwidth per voxel, 3D spatial encoding,
high-resolution matrix, and multi-echo spin-echo sequences or turbo/fast spin-echo
sequences. Spin-echo sequences are less sensitive to susceptibility effects thanks to a
180◦ radiofrequency pulse that refocuses the spins diminishing the phase shifts in the
voxel and therefore the field inhomogeneity [58];

• Gradient echo sequence with a very short echo time. These sequences are metal-
sensitive and the signal loss is due to the intravoxel dephasing. Shortening the echo
time and decreasing the voxel size can diminish the intravoxel dephasing and therefore
the artifacts [58];
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• Optimised metal artifact-free sequences with a specific intensity and size of suscep-
tibility artifacts, including the multi-acquisition variable-resonance image combina-
tion (MAVRIC) and slice encoding for metal artifact correction (SEMAC) techniques.
SEMAC uses a slice selection gradient for excitation and a view-angle tilting compen-
sation gradient for readout. MAVRIC and SEMAC show significantly smaller artifact
extent than fast spin-echo imaging [59].

Beyond artifacts, we should always remember that undesirable effects caused by the
interaction of oral metal materials with the magnetic field also include the magnetically
induced displacement and radiofrequency heating. The magnet can attract ferromagnetic
objects, but the retention force of the dental cement (50–150 N) is strong enough to prevent
the displacement of the prosthesis. However, position and fixing of the prosthesis must be
inspected before and after every MRI examination because of the possibility of degeneracy
cement phenomena [60]. The radiofrequency heating phenomenon causes a negligible
rise in temperature, negligible even using a 3T magnet (<2 ◦C), that does not injure the
prosthesis-neighbouring tissues and especially the richly vascularised periodontal liga-
ment [54]. For further information on the use, safety, and diagnostic value of MRI in the
presence of different metal materials and devices, please refer to the guidelines drawn up
by Chokattu et al. [60].

7. Conclusions

The oral cavity is a complex anatomical area that can be affected by several different
developmental, inflammatory, and tumoural diseases. The study of oral oncological pathol-
ogy is mainly carried out via MSCT and MRI, that play a crucial role both in pre-surgical
planning and in recognising any relapse after treatment. This paper summarised the imag-
ing techniques used for the study of the oral cavity, with particular attention to promising
results shown by DWI and DCE-PWI. Dynamic manoeuvres that help in the identification
of “hidden” mucosal lesions and the tricks for metal artifact reduction were also described.
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